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TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. 16 recent dental clinic announcements & openings Full story

2. 400k dental plans accidentally included in insurance exchange enrollment figure Full story

3. How great is the need for dental implants in the United States? Full story

4. 50 things to know about Medicaid expansion Full story

5. $75k financial incentive granted to open new dental office in Illinois Full story

6. BIOLASE CMO Dr. Alexander Arrow resigns Full story

7. House Republicans sue Obama administration over PPACA: 5 things to know Full story

8. American Academy of Implant Dentistry elects Dr. John Da Silva president Full story

9. California Dental Association Foundation provides $1.66M in free dental services Full story

10. Dr. Majid Jamali to open oral, maxillofacial surgery center in New York Full story